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Abstract

We report the structure and energy bands of an α-rhombohedral boron

crystal, and a calculation of the total energy per cell of the crystal, based on

a tight-binding model. The structure of the crystal is a close-packed array

of rhombohedral unit cells, each one containing 12 atoms located on an

icosahedron. We adopt as initial atomic positions within the unit cell, those

given in Reference [1]. Starting from these positions we use the simplex

algorithm to minimize the total energy and locate the stable positions for

the atoms in the crystal. Adopting these final relaxed positions we compute

the energy bands of α-B along a path through the first Brillouin zone.
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1 Introduction

Boron is the fifth element in the periodic table. It has several allotropes with com-

plex crystalline structures. Our work focusses on the simplest one, α-rhombohe-

dral boron. The geometry of the primitive cell is that of a slightly distorted fcc

lattice with 12 atoms per cell. Our work starts with the explicit determination of

the direct lattice primitive vectors, reported in Sec. 3.1; we then implement an al-

gorithm that calculates the total energy per cell, using a tight-binding method to

calculate the electronic contribution, and the Goodwin-Skinner-Pettiform (GSP)

formalism for the repulsive energy, as described in Sec. 2.3. In order to identify

the relaxed configuration of our crystal, we use the simplex algorithm to minimize

the total energy as a function of the atom positions in the primitive cell, starting

from the positions given in Ref. [1]. Using the final relaxed positions we proceed

to compute the energy bands of the boron crystal, which are reported in the final

Sec. 3.4.

2 The model

We open this work with a brief reminder about the dynamic of electrons in a

solid and the tight-binding method.

2.1 Electrons in crystal

Neglecting the nuclear kinetic energy and the movements of the ions, assuming

that at equilibrium ions sit exactly at the ideal crystal-structure positions, the

dynamic of electrons in a solid is governed by:

HΨ(~r) = [Te + Vne + Vee]Ψe(~r) = EeΨe(~r) , (1)

where Te is the electronic kinetic energy, Vne is the nuclei-electron potential and

Vee is the electron-electron potential.

This many-body Hamiltonian is not easy to solve because the number of

ions and electrons is huge in a solid. The Schrödinger problem can approximately

be solved in a one-electron mean-field scheme. In this way Vne and Vee can be

approximated by a mean-field effective one-electron potential Veff which has the

same translational symmetry of the lattice, i.e. Veff (~r) = Veff (~r + ~R), where
~R is a Bravais lattice vector. Now we have to find the solutions of this new

one-electron Schrödinger equation:

HΨ =

[
− ~2

2me

∇2 + Veff (~r)

]
Ψ = EΨ . (2)
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According to Bloch’s theorem in a periodic potential all the Schrödinger

eigenstates can be written in a factorised form:

Ψj(~r) = ei
~k~ru~k,j(~r) , (3)

where u~k,j(~r) has the same periodicity of the lattice [u~k,j(~r) = u~k,j(~r + ~R)].

According to this theorem we can observe that:

• In the periodic context the eigenfunctions have a nontrivial spatial depen-

dence only within the primitive unit cell; indeed in any other cell translated

by a vector ~R the wave function is equal to the one in the original cell apart

from a phase factor ei
~k ~R which leaves the probability unaffected.

• The label ~k can be restricted to one primitive cell in the reciprocal lat-

tice (for example the first Brillouin zone (BZ)). Indeed if ~k is outside the

primitive cell we can always find a reciprocal lattice vector ~G such that
~k′ = ~k + ~G. But then Ψ~k,j(~r) = ei

~k~ru~k,j(~r) = ei(
~k′− ~G)~ru~k,j(~r) = ei

~k′~ru′~k′,j(~r)

where the last equality is explained because ei
~G~r has the same periodicity

of the direct lattice so it can be inserted into u′~k′,j(~r).

We can now substitute the Bloch eigenfunctions (3) in the stationary Schrödinger

equation for the electrons (2):

[− ~2

2me

∇2 + Veff (~r)]e
i~k~ru~k(~r) = Eei~k~ru~k,j(~r) . (4)

We observe that:

∇2ei
~k~ru~k,j(~r) = ~∇[ei

~k~r ~∇u~k,j(~r) + i~kei
~k~ru~k,j(~r)]

= ei
~k~r∇2u~k,j(~r) + 2ei

~k~ri~k~∇u~k,j(~r)− |~k|
2ei

~k~ru~k,j(~r)

= ei
~k~r(~∇+ i~k)2u~k,j(~r) .

By substituting this decomposition in Eq. (4) and dividing by the common factor

ei
~k~r we obtain: [

− ~2

2me

(∇+ i~k)2 + Veff (~r)

]
u~k(~r) = Eu~k,j(~r) . (5)

This is the equation for the stationary states of an electron characterised by a

given ~k and it can be solved only within the primitive cell of direct lattice, with

periodic boundary conditions. ~k can vary arbitrarily within the first BZ and as it

does the equation (5) for u~k(~r) changes. For fixed j, the eigenenergies E~k,j depend

on ~k as continuous functions called ”energy bands”.
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2.2 The tight-binding model

One of the several models used to compute the electronic band structure of a crys-

tal is the tight-binding (TB) model. The main assumption for this approximation

is that in the vicinity of each lattice point, the periodic crystal Hamiltonian H

can be approximated by the Hamiltonian of a single atom located at that point

Hat,

Hatϕn = Eat
n ϕn . (6)

This model gives good quantitative results when the atomic orbitals are strongly

localized, i.e. if ϕn is an electron wave function, solution of Eq. (6), we require

that ϕn(~r) decay to 0 when |~r| exceed the typical half distance between two near-

neighbours in the solid. We can then decompose the total Hamiltonian of the

crystal:

H = Hat + ∆V (~r) , (7)

where Hat includes the kinetic and potential energy of the ion considered (~r = 0)

and ∆V (~r) contains all corrections to the atomic potential in order to produce

the full periodic potential Veff of the crystal.

At the beginning we can consider that the solutions of the atomic Schrödinger

equation (6) are also solutions of the crystal Schrödinger problem, assuming that

∆V (~r) vanishes where Ψn has non-zero values. For each atomic function Ψn(~r)

we must find a linear combination of the eigenfunctions translated by all possible

lattice translations ~R in order to satisfy the Bloch condition:

ϕn(~r + ~R) = ei
~k ~Rϕn(~r) . (8)

It can be verified that the linear combination searched is:

Ψn,~k(~r) =
∑
~R

ei
~k ~RΨn(~r − ~R) . (9)

Since ϕn is not exactly zero where ∆V (~r) becomes appreciable the functions

of Eq. (9) are not exactly stationary eigenfunctions of the crystal. We can

however expand the eigenstates in terms of a (small) number of localized atomic

wave functions. The new linear combination is:

Ψ~k(~r) =
∑
R

ei
~k ~RΦ(~r − ~R) , (10)

where Φ is:

Φ(~r) =
∑
n

bnϕn(~r) . (11)
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If we multiply the Schrödinger equation

[Hat + ∆V (~r)]Ψ~k(~r) = E(~k)Ψ~k(~r) (12)

by the atomic wave function ϕ∗m(~r) and integrate over ~r we obtain:∫
ϕ∗m(~r)[Hat + ∆V (~r)]Ψ~k(~r) d~r = E(~k)

∫
ϕ∗m(~r)Ψ~k(~r) d~r . (13)

Placing Eqs. (10) and (11) into Eq. (13) we obtain a matrix equation∑
n

Amn(~k)bn = E(~k)
∑
n

Bmn(~r)bn , (14)

where:

Amn(~k) =
∑
~R

ei
~k ~R

∫
ϕ∗m(~r)[Hat + ∆V ]ϕn(~r − ~R) d~r (15)

Bmn(~k) =
∑
~R

ei
~k ~R

∫
ϕ∗m(~r)ϕn(~r − ~R) d~r . (16)

Using the fact that∫
ϕ∗m(~r)Hatϕn(~r − ~R) d~r = Eat

m

∫
ϕ∗m(~r)ϕn(~r − ~R) d~r

one can rearrange (14) into:

∑
n

Cmn(~k)bn = (E(~k)− Eat
m)
∑
n

Bmn(~r)bn , (17)

where the new matrix contains only the correction of the potential:∑
n

Cmn(~k) =
∑
~R

ei
~k ~R

∫
ϕ∗m(~r)∆V (~r)ϕn(~r − ~R) d~r . (18)

The secular problem (17) measures the displacement of the ”band” energy relative

to the original atomic energy value Eat
m .

The tight-binding method is in principle an exact method, but in practice,

it faces a few implementational difficulties. The first one is about the Bloch

sum (10); whereas the base of atomic wave functions φn is orthogonal, the wave

functions of the type (10) are clearly not orthogonal to each other. Thus, in

principle, the matrix Bmn is not diagonal and the generalized eigenvalues problem

(17) is harder to solve. The second, more serious, problem arises because the

TB calculation is exact as long as we consider all possible atomic levels, which
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are infinite. However in any practical implementation one need to truncate the

calculation to a finite number of atomic orbitals.

In our work we use a few simplifications in order to address these prob-

lems. We adopt the orthogonal tight-binding description; we interpret our main

assumption of strongly localized atomic orbitals to mean that all contributions

that contains integrals of the form∫
φ∗m(~r)φn(~r − ~Rjj′) d~r (19)

can be neglected when ~Rjj′ 6= 0. So we insist on assuming Bmn = δmn. About

the second difficulty, we include only the (partly occupied) orbitals 2s, 2px, 2py
and 2pz. This simplification makes our calculation less accurate, especially for

the top bands.

With those simplifications we map the tight binding eigenvalue problem to

a matrix Amn of size N × N where N = natoms × norbitals. For the present case

of α-boron N = 48 (12 atoms and 4 orbitals). This matrix can be divided up

into blocks of size 4× 4 relative to different atoms: the diagonal blocks will only

contain the atomic energies 
Es 0 0 0

0 Ep 0 0

0 0 Ep 0

0 0 0 Ep

 . (20)

The j − j′ off-diagonal block has the form:
< sj|∆V |sj′ > < sj|∆V |px,j′ > < sj|∆V |py,j′ > < sj|∆V |pz,j′ >
< px,j|∆V |sj′ > < px,j|∆V |px,j′ > < px,j|∆V |py,j′ > < px,j|∆V |pz,j′ >
< py,j|∆V |sj′ > < py,j|∆V |px,j′ > < py,j|∆V |py,j′ > < py,j|∆V |pz,j′ >
< pz,j|∆V |sj′ > < pz,j|∆V |px,j′ > < pz,j|∆V |py,j′ > < pz,j|∆V |pz,j′ >


(21)

where < sj|∆V |sj′ >=
∫
φ∗s(~r)∆V (~r − ~Rjj′)φs(~r − ~Rjj′) d~r and ~Rjj′ is the vector

joining two different atoms j and j′. The other matrix elements have the same

integral form placing the correct eigenfunctions among φs, φpx , φpy , φpz .

The matrix elements can be written following the Slater-Koster formalism [2]

within the two-centers approximation (which consists in neglecting the integrals

involving three different centers). In the next table we report the resulting matrix

elements:
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Es 1.428 eV

Ep 6.051 eV

Vssσ -3.4101 eV

Vspσ 4.0966 eV

Vppσ 4.4270 eV

Vppπ -2.7225 eV

rc 2.46 Å

r0 1.64 Å

n 2

n0 6.5

m 5.1673

m0 7.4297

φ0 8.7584 eV

Table 1: Parameters for the functions (22) and (26) for the boron TB

model, taken from Ref. [4].

∫
φ∗s(~r)∆V (~r − ~R0)φs(~r − ~R0) d~r Vssσ∫
φ∗s(~r)∆V (~r − ~R0)φpx(~r − ~R0) d~r lxVspσ∫
φ∗px(~r)∆V (~r − ~R0)φpx(~r − ~R0) d~r l2xVppσ + (1− l2x)Vppπ∫
φ∗px(~r)∆V (~r − ~R0)φpy(~r − ~R0) d~r lxly(Vppσ − Vppπ)∫
φ∗px(~r)∆V (~r − ~R0)φpz(~r − ~R0) d~r lxlz(Vppσ − Vppπ)

where the quantities li are the director cosines defined as li = (~R0)i/|~R0| where

(~R0)i is the i-th component of the vector ~R0 = r0(lx, ly, lz). The Vssσ, Vspσ, Vspπ
and Vppπ matrix elements, given in Table 1 apply at a conventional distance r0.

At different distances, following the Goodwin-Skinner-Pettiform (GSP) formalism

[3], we apply a multiplicative scaling factor given by the function of distance:

Rscal =

{
( r0
Rjj′

)n exp{n[( r0
rc

)n0 − (
Rjj′

rc
)n0 ]} if Rjj′ ≤ rc

0 otherwise
. (22)

2.3 The total energy

For the calculation of the total energy per unit cell we follow the GSP formalism

[3], using the parameters for boron crystal reported in Ref. [4]. In this formalism

the total energy is given by:

Etot = Ebs + Epair. (23)
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Ebs is the sum of the occupied electronic level energies and is defined in Eq. (25)

below. We use the method described in Ref. [5] to compute the electronic energy

per cell. We consider a macroscopic portion of the solid of volume V = M3Vc

which is the M -times repetitions of the unit cell in the three primitive directions

~a1 ~a2 ~a3, with overall periodic boundary conditions to be applied in order to

preserve the discrete translational invariance. To satisfy these conditions Ψ~kj
(~r) =

Ψ~kj
(~r +M~ai), the ~k vector must be restricted to:

~k =
n1

M
~b1 +

n2

M
~b2 +

n3

M
~b3 withnj = 0, 1, ...,M − 1 . (24)

Following this mesh in ~k-space we apply the tight-binding method to compute

the electronic level energies. The total number of electrons in the solid portion

considered is Nel = nel/atom× natom×M3. The total electronic energy is the sum

of the Nel/2 lowest-energy eigenvalues of the M3 TB matrices counted twice (2

electrons per orbital state). In the case of odd Nel we add the (Nel/2 + 1)-th

eigenvalue counted once, but this does not occur for α-B which has 3× 12 = 36

electrons per cell. In order to obtain the energy per cell, the resulting electronic

energy is normalized by M3:

Ebs =
2

M3

Nel
2∑
i=1

εi . (25)

In Eq. (23) Epair takes care of the ion-ion repulsion, the Pauli repulsion of

the atomic 1s core electrons and other corrections. Once the function

Sij =

{
( r0
Rij

)m exp{m[( r0
rc

)m0 − (
Rij

rc
)m0 ]} if Rij ≤ rc

0 if Rij > rc
(26)

is defined, Epair is given by:

Epair =
∑
i

∑
j≥i

φ0Sij . (27)

Table 1 lists all the parameters in Eqs. (22), (26), and (27), plus the hopping

amplitudes Vssσ, Vspσ, Vppσ, Vppπ according to Ref. [4]. In particular rc is the

cutoff distance: all interactions between atoms at distances beyond rc are set

to 0. Es and Ep are the energies of s and p orbitals of isolated atoms. In our

implementation of the tight-binding method we add a constant Eoffset = −(2Es +

Ep)/3 to correct the energies of the s and p orbitals, in order to set to 0 the energy

Eatom of an isolated boron atom in its ground state. In this way we can simply

obtain the crystal cohesive energy per cell as Ecoh = Natoms×Eatom−Etot = −Etot.
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Figure 1: The three primitive vectors of the rhombohedral lattice. θ

is the angle between the z axis and each one of the vectors. Its value

is θ = 34.04◦, as we evaluate in Eq. (31).

3 Implementation and results

In this chapter we discuss the geometry of the primitive cell for both the direct

and reciprocal lattice. We then sketch the calculation details for the total energy

per cell, using the TB method and the GSP formalism [3], and the minimization

of that energy using the simplex algorithm [6] in order to obtain the relaxed

atomic configuration. At the end we describe the application of TB method to

the calculation of energy bands of crystalline boron in this relaxed configuration.

3.1 Crystal geometry

As discussed in the abstract, our work focuses on the α-rhombohedral phase of

boron. The structure of this crystal is a close-packed array of rhombohedral unit

cells, each one containing 12 atoms sited at the corners of a distorted icosahedron.
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The angle between any two of the primitive vectors of the lattice is α = 58◦ instead

of the 60◦ of the face-centered cubic lattice; this indicates that the conventional

cell is slightly distorted. According to Ref. [10] we set the lattice constant to

the value a = 5.05 Å at the beginning of our calculation. We will later minimize

the total energy as a function of this parameter, setting the overall density of the

solid.

In order to obtain the primitive-vector coordinates, we impose the appro-

priate conditions to the position of the vectors, accordingly with the description

above. By convention, we align the three-fold axis of symmetry, i.e. the sum

of the three primitive vectors, along the z axis of the coordinates system. In

this way as soon as we fix the components of one of the primitive vectors, we

can obtain the others by means of rotations around the z axis by 120◦ and 240◦.

The components of the vectors can be written in terms of the angle θ between

the vector and the z axis, as showed in Fig. 1. The coordinates of the primitive

vectors are:

~a1 = a(sin θ, 0, cos θ) (28)

~a2 = a(sin θ cos
2π

3
, sin θ sin

2π

3
, cos θ) (29)

~a3 = a(sin θ cos
4π

3
, sin θ sin

4π

3
, cos θ) . (30)

We evaluate the scalar product between any two of these vectors, forcing the

angle to be α = 58◦, obtaining the following equation for the θ parameter:

−1

2
sin θ2 + cos θ2 = cosα . (31)

Solving Eq. (31) for α = 58◦, we obtain θ = 34.04◦, and the vectors:

~a1 = a(0.560, 0, 0.829) (32)

~a2 = a(−0.280, 0.485, 0.829) (33)

~a3 = a(−0.280,−0.485, 0.829) , (34)

where a is the lattice constant. We set as an initial value a = 5.05 Å.

At this point we evaluate the primitive vectors of the reciprocal lattice which

is going to be rhombohedral too, with the threefold diagonal of the primitive cell

aligned on the z-axis as well. We obtain:

~b1 =
2π

~a1 × ~a2 · ~a3

~a2 × ~a3 = b(0.947, 0, 0.320) (35)

~b2 =
2π

~a1 × ~a2 · ~a3

~a3 × ~a1 = b(−0.474, 0.820, 0.320) (36)

~b3 =
2π

~a1 × ~a2 · ~a3

~a1 × ~a2 = b(−0.474,−0.820, 0.320) , (37)
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Figure 2: A 2D Example of the minimum-image method; the ~R solid

vector is the correct choice of the pair of atoms at minimum distance

among all periodic images of atom j′ in the various cells of the lat-

tice. A few of the other candidate vectors Rjj′ are sketched as dashed

arrows. The radius of the pink circle is the cutoff distance rc.

where b = 2π
√

1 + 3 cos2 θ/(a cos θ sin θ) = 2.5139π/a = 1.562 Å−1.

3.2 Calculation of the minimum image

To compute Epair we need to consider all possible interactions between the 12

atoms in one cell among themselves and with their images in nearby cells, that

are translated by vectors ~R = n1 ~a1 + n2 ~a2 + n3 ~a3. In practice, given the short-

range interaction assumed by the cutoff functions (22) and (26), only adjacent

cells need to be involved. However, rather than looping over the 27 adjacent cells

(the central unit cell plus the 26 cells that are sited around the central one in 3

dimensions), and then looping twice over the 12 atoms, we adopt the minimum-

image algorithm requiring only two loops over the atoms in one cell. Let us

consider that the contributions to the energy are non-zero only for distances
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smaller than rc. Assuming that the primitive cell is a box of size larger then 2rc,

at most one among all pairs formed by one atom j in the primitive cell and the

set of all periodic images of another atom j′k are close enough to interact (see Fig.

2). The implementation of the algorithm is obtained writing the vector joining

two atoms in the primitive cell ~Rjj′ = (∆x,∆y,∆z) as a linear combination of

primitive vectors ~a1, ~a2, ~a3 with coefficient called u, v and w. Those coefficients

are real numbers between 0 and 1, expressing the length of the vector Rjj′ in

units of ”a” (lattice parameter) in the three primitive directions. ∆x

∆y

∆z

 =

 a1x a2x a3x

a1y a2y a3y

a1z a2z a3z


 u

v

w

 . (38)

To choose the correct distance we compute the coefficients u, v and w,

multiplying the vector (∆x,∆y,∆z) by the inverse of the matrix in the right

member of Eq. (38). Then we modify those coefficient subtracting the nearest

integer to each of them, thus obtaining u′, v′, w′ ∈ (−0.5, 0.5). The vector ~R′jj′ =

(∆x,∆y,∆z) = u′~a1 + v′~a2 + w′~a3 provides automatically the correct minimum

distance, without actually computing any distance.

As a simple test for our implementation of the minimum-image algorithm,

we evaluate Epair and Ebs for a simple-cubic lattice with edge length of 3d, where

d = 1.9 Å, containing two or three boron atoms at distance d. The atoms in these

two examples are located along one side of the cube. In the two-atoms example,

they can interact only within the unit cell, so we have only one contribution to

Epair per cell; when we minimize the total energy with the simplex algorithm, we

find the B2 bond length l = 1.666 Å and the B2 binding energy E = −6.36706 eV

in our model, since due to the cell size these dimers are non interacting. In

the 3B-atoms case there is one atom close enough to interact with another in

the adjacent cell, so Epair should be approximately three times as large, because

there are three bonds per cell. In addition, if we minimize the total energy by

means of a simplex algorithm, we obtain the same energy value and the same

atomic configuration, because the atoms form a relaxed monodimensional chain

and cannot dimerize, given the choice of an odd number of atoms per cell. Our

calculations confirm these expectations.

3.3 Implementation of the tight-binding method

We developed our TB code, starting from a previous implementation [8], which

only covered finite (cluster) systems with no periodic boundary conditions.
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Figure 3: Total energy per 12-atom cell of α-rhombohedral boron as

a function of the lattice constant a. The minimum value of the energy

occurs at a = 5.12 Å.

The core of the TB calculation involves a double loop over the 12 atoms

in the primitive cell, where we compute the distances between interacting atoms

within a block of cells including the one at ~R = 0 and the neighbouring cells

at ~R 6= 0, using the minimum-image algorithm described in Sec. 3.2. At this

level we also evaluate the scaling function of distance (22), which provides the

values for the TB matrix elements. The core of the calculations is completed

by a double loop over the four atomic orbitals, where we define each element of

the TB matrix and we set the diagonal elements. When the TB matrix is filled,

its eigenvalues are computed by means of a routine provided by the standard

linear-algebra library package LAPACK [9].

This inner structure is surrounded by an external loop over the ~k-points.

When we compute the total electronic energy, the external loop reproduces the

mesh in ~k-space described in Sec. 2.3. In contrast, for the band-energy calculation

the ~k loop follows a path within the first BZ, starting from the point Γ = (0, 0, 0)

to Z = b(0, 0, 0.470) to N1 = b(0.474, 0, 0.160) to N2 = b(−0.237, 0.410, 0.160)

and back to Γ. Z is the center of the reciprocal-lattice conventional cell, and

N1 = ~b1/2, N2 = ~b2/2.
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Figure 4: The relaxed atomic configuration of the 12 boron atoms in

a primitive cell. A few bond lengths are indicated.

3.4 Results

As an initial guess for the atomic configuration within the primitive cell, we

adopt a regular icosahedron with edge length 1.8 Å, as proposed in Ref. [1].

We minimize the total-energy function in order to obtain the relaxed atomic

configuration. Starting from the initial regular icosahedron, we use the simplex

algorithm taken from Ref. [6] to minimize the energy as a function of the atomic

positions. We adopt a 5×5×5 grid for the ~k-space integration in this total-energy

calculation.

This minimum however is obtained at fixed cell shape and volume. As we

must expect that the total energy is also function of the lattice constant, we

also change its value starting from the initial value of 5.05 Å. For each value of

the lattice constant we run again the simplex algorithm starting from the relaxed

positions of the previous cell size, in order to obtain the best relaxed configuration.

Figure 3 reports the total energy as a function of the lattice constant a. In

the xy plane several atoms in the icosahedron form 2 inter-icosahedra bonds of

length' 1.91 Å, while all other atoms form only one inter-icosahedra bond of

length' 1.67 Å, thus shorter and stronger than the others. Figure 4 reports the

lowest-energy atomic configuration for one cell. Figures 5 and 6 report a view of

the crystal down respectively the z and x direction. We obtain a relaxed total

energy per cell Etot = −131.030 eV. By repeating the calculation at the same
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Figure 5: A number of repeated cell as seen down the z direction.

Several in-xy-plane bonds are indicated.

geometry on a 10 × 10 × 10 ~k-space grid, we obtain Etot = −131.031 eV, with

a very small difference, thus confirming the good convergence of the adopted

5×5×5 grid. Thus we obtain a cohesive energy per atom Ecoh/atom = 10.92 eV,

while the experimental value is Ecoh/atom = 5.81 eV as reported in Ref. [11].

On this relaxed atomic configuration, we compute the energy bands explor-

ing the first BZ along the path described in Sec. 3.3. The results of this calculation

is illustrated in figures 7 and 8.
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Figure 6: A number of repeated cell as seen down the x direction.

Several strong bonds linking obliquely different x− y layers are indi-

cated.

4 Discussion and Conclusion

We verified the correct implementation of the tight-binding method, in the de-

scribed approximations, and we constructed a total-energy function for a generic

crystal. In particular, we explored the crystal structure of α-B, obtaining the re-

laxed atomic configuration. As seen in figure 8, there is a gap of 1.1 eV between

the valence and the conduction bands, implying that our model for α-B yields an

insulating state. This result confirms our expectations, because we know exper-

imentally that this phase of boron is insulating with a band gap of 2 eV at low

temperature [7]. The gap is indirect as expected; the maximum of the valence

band occurs at the point Z, but the evaluation of the conduction-band minimum
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Figure 7: All 48 TB energy bands of α-B. The red dashed line is the

Fermi level.

along the chosen path is underestimated because when we explored the first BZ

in the electronic-energy calculation we found the conduction-band minimum at a

different k-point than Γ. These results are consistent with other calculations [1].

We also explored a different initial atomic configuration, that led us, after

the minimization work, to a metastable energy minimum at Etot = −125.89 eV,

i.e. 5.14 eV per cell above the actual value, and characterized by quite different

relaxed atomic positions. That metastable isomer of B is metallic, with the Fermi

level cutting at least two bands.
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Figure 8: The energy bands of α-B near the Fermi level.
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